LAST T. C. A. SPEAKER OF YEAR YESTERDAY

Dr. Mark Addresses Large Audience on "Survival of Ethically Fittest"

The last of the course of Thursday noon lectures which has been conducted by the Technology Christian Association this year was delivered by Rev. C. E. Mark, pastor of the East Boston-Beach. Dr. Mark spoke on the subject: The Survival of the Ethically Fittest. The treatment of the subject was interesting but not conclusive. The examples which were selected were given in the spirit of the physically fitest and others were cited to show the wages of sin upon the physical being. The relation of the ethical to the material was, however, brought to light.

Rev. Mr. Mark referred briefly to the Titanic disaster in speaking of J. E. Bryce-I. busm. He believes that the people and the press of the United States have not given the White Star manager a square deal. "He is legally innocent, for the ship carried the required life-saving devices and boats; neither is he morally at fault if he considered the Titanic simply an advertisement."

The meeting was well attended and it was announced that a series of talks similar to that which the T. C. A. has so successfully conducted this year will be given next season.
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The treatment of the subject was interesting but not conclusive. The examples which were selected were given in the spirit of the physically fitest and others were cited to show the wages of sin upon the physical being. The relation of the ethical to the material was, however, brought to light.

The ideal and the dream of the engineer is to secure universal service, that is, for a man to be able to come into the office of his company and the telephone is there in order to help him talk to another man, it is not only to be able to talk to a person in New York or San Francisco, and then it is to be able to go beyond to the short step to extend this system of communication may be opened between Boston and the Pacific Coast.

Mr. Carty said: "In the course of twenty years or so there will probably be a population in the United States of close about 150,000,000, and it is my belief that there will be about 30,000,000 telephone stations. It can then be seen that even should the growth of the company be as already named figures, it is not at all likely, there will be continuous work for the engineers as the entire plant must be renewed at constant intervals.

"The last word that I wish to leave with you is to emphasize the great mark of the president of the company, in which I am an address told them that one of the greatest assets that an engineer can have is to be acquainted with the study of ethics and business law, and that if success is to be attained the mind must be broadened by the acquaintance with subjects outside of a technically professional nature."

The Architectural Intercollegiate competition drawings had been moved on to Columbia this week.